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Abstract—Testing applications with a graphical user interface
(GUI) is an important, though challenging and time consuming
task. The state of the art in the industry are still capture and
replay tools, which may simplify the recording and execution
of input sequences, but do not support the tester in finding
fault-sensitive test cases. While search-based test case generation
strategies, such as evolutionary testing are well researched for
various areas of testing, relatively little work has been done on
applying these techniques to an entire GUI of an application.
In earlier works we presented the Rogue User Technique, which
allows fully automatic testing of complex GUI-based applications
to find severe faults such as crashes or non-responsiveness. In
a subsequent case study with a french company, we settled
out to test the user-acceptance and effectivity of the tool in an
industrial context. However, at that time we used fault-injection
and compared our tool to a manual test suite. In a real-world
scenario one does not know what types of errors can occur, which
makes the implementation of an oracle much more challenging.
In this paper we will present our experience with the Spanish
software vendor Clavei which decided to apply the tool to stress
test a component of one of their ERP applications. Our main goal
was to identify potential problems that arise during the setup of
the Rogue User. The idea is, that the findings of this so-called
action research, will later guide a more detailed investigation.
While carrying out our tests, we discovered critical and previously
unknown faults in the application under test. This document
presents the results of this study in detail.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Software Testing is an important practice to assure the
quality of and avoid critical errors in software products.
However, modern software is usually very complex and uses
advanced Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs) which can be very
hard to test. The state of the art of testing such interfaces are
Capture and Replay tools which are often not as automatic as
suggested by their vendors.
However, tests that aim at critical faults, such as crashes
and excessive response times, are completely automatable and
can be very effective [1]. These robustness tests often apply
random algorithms to select the actions to be executed on
the GUI. Since random algorithms might not always exhibit
satisfactory test performance, we presented a search-based
approach to fully automate robustness testing of complex
GUI applications with the goal to enhance the fault finding
capabilities [1], [2]. The approach is called Rogue User Testing
and uses a well-known machine learning algorithm called
Q-Learning in order to combine the advantages of random

and coverage-based testing. We developed a practical tool,
called the Rogue User [3], which implements the Rogue
User Technique and makes it applicable to a wide range of
applications.
In an earlier case study [3] we collaborated with a French
company called Softeam in order to find out about the acceptance that the Rogue User Tool can gain in a real industrial
context. In addition, we compared the tool against the company’s manual test suite and ran it against a faulty version
of one of their products, Modelio SaaS. As we reported, the
tool performed surprisingly well and the outcomes indicated
potential areas that the Rogue User Tool could be applied in,
in order to improve test efficiency. However, the SUT of this
case study had previously known injected faults. Although
these faults were realistic – given that they occurred during
the development – the mere fact that the testers were aware of
potential fault patterns, might have simplified the development
of a powerful oracle. In a realistic testing scenario, however,
one will not know what potential faults will look like and how
they can be detected. This could have significant ramifications
for the development of a suitable oracle and its effectiveness. In
order to gain insight into such situations, we collaborated with
the Spanish software vendor Clavei which expressed strong
interest in the Rogue User Tool. Clavei develops the accounting
software ClaveiCon which is part of their Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) system (see Figure 2) and which they sell to
companies within Spain. The product is in a mature state and
has been thoroughly tested and applied for many years.
In order to do both, solve Clavei’s testing problems as
well as obtain more information about the applicability of
the Rogue User Tool in an industrial context, we carried
out action research [4], applying the strategy outlined in [5].
Figure 1 shows our general approach. The ultimate goal is to
work together with Clavei to implement a testing solution for
ClaveiCon. Before we can do that, we need to investigate the
problem, consider a solution (the Rogue User) and validate this
solution. Therefore, we will implement a prototype test setup
for the Rogue User, which we will develop in an iterative
fashion (right-hand side of the graphic). This will help Clavei
understand the suitability of the tool, and give us feedback
about the challenges associated with its application in a realworld context, which will be valuable input for subsequent
research. The two greyed-out steps in the figure, Solution
Implementation and Implementation Evaluation, are future
work, where we plan to make the Rogue User technique an

and all of them are executed manually by the test engineers. If
a failure occurs, the engineer reports it to a bug tracking system
and assigns it to the developer in charge of the part affected
by the failure. If necessary, this developer then discusses the
issues with his team, fixes the fault and re-executes the test
cases to ensure that the application now performs as expected.

Problem Investigation

Tool Setup Planning
Solution Design
Tool Setup
Implementation
Iteration
Solution Validation
Tool Setup Testing

Solution Implementation

Tool Setup Evaluation

Implementation
Evaluation

Fig. 1: The Action Research Strategy carried out during our
tests. We performed the first 3 steps on the left-hand side. Steps
4 and 5 will follow in later research. The right-hand side shows
our iterative strategy for implementing the prototype setup of
the Rogue User Tool.

integral part of the company’s testing process.
Thus, together with the Clavei developers, we settled out
to determine how many unknown faults we would be able
to detect within ClaveiCon, how many of those would be
reproducible and how much effort would be necessary to do
so. This document will report about the outcomes of this
undertaking.
II.

P ROBLEM I NVESTIGATION

A. The Company
Clavei is a private software vendor from Alicante, which
specializes in Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems.
One of their main products is called ClaveiCon and is used in
small and medium-sized companies within Spain.
Due to their many clients, it is of fundamental importance
to Clavei to thoroughly test their application before releasing
a new version. Currently, this is done manually. Due to the
complexity and size of the application this is a time-consuming
and daunting task. Therefore, Clavei is eager to investigate
alternative, more automated approaches to reduce the testing
burden for their employees.
After having attended a presentation, the company expressed explicit interest in the Rogue User Tool and requested
to carry out a trial period to investigate the applicability of
the tool for testing their ERP products. The findings of this
experiment will be presented in the following sections of this
document.
B. The way (GUI) Testing is being done at Clavei
Clavei’s testing and development team creates test cases
by relying on specified use cases. Each test case describes a
sequence of the user interactions with the graphical interface

C. The SUT
The SUT in our investigation is ClaveiCon (Figure 2), an
accounting software that belongs to a classic database-backed
Enterprise Resource Planning system developed at Clavei.
The application is used to store data about product planning, cost, development and manufacturing. It provides a realtime view on a company’s processes and enables controlling
inventory management, shipping and payment as well as
marketing and sales.
ClaveiCon is written in Visual Basic, makes use of the
Microsoft SQL Server 2008 database and targets the Windows
operating systems. The application can be considered to be in
a mature state, as it has been applied in companies all over
Spain during more than a decade.
The fact that Clavei tests their application manually before
each release, entails considerable human effort and consequently high costs, which makes it desirable to investigate
automated alternatives.
III.

S OLUTION D ESIGN

A. The FITTEST Rogue User
Modern GUIs are large, complex and difficult to access
programmatically which poses great challenges for their testability. The Rogue User is a technique that allows completely
unattended testing of large and complex gui-based SUTs. Its
basic sequence generation algorithm comprises the following
steps:
1)
2)

3)
4)
5)

Obtain the GUI’s state (i.e. the visible widgets and
their properties like position, size, focus ...).
Apply an oracle to check whether the state is valid.
If it is invalid, stop sequence generation and save the
suspicious sequence to a dedicated directory, for later
replay.
Derive a set of sensible actions (clicks, text input,
mouse gestures, ...).
Select and execute an action.
If the given amount of actions and sequences has been
generated, stop sequence generation, else go to step
1.

In its default mode, the RU selects the actions to be
executed at random. We believe that this is a straightforward
and effective technique of provoking crashes and reported on
its success in [2]. We were able to find 14 crash sequences
for Microsoft Word while running the Rogue User during 48
hours1 .
In large SUTs with many – potentially deeply nested –
dialogs and actions, it is unlikely that a random algorithm will
1 Videos of these crashes are available at https://staq.dsic.upv.es/sbauersfeld/
index.html

Fig. 2: The SUT: ClaveiCon

sufficiently exercise most parts of the GUI within a reasonable
amount of time. Certain actions are easier to access and will
therefore be executed more often, while others might not be
executed at all.
Therefore, in [1] and [2] we presented an algorithm whose
idea it is to slightly change the probability distribution over
the sequence space. This means that action selection will still
be random, but seldom executed actions will be selected with
a higher likelihood, with the intend to favor exploration of the
GUI.
The strength of the approach is, that it works with large,
native applications which it can drive using complex actions.
Moreover, the technique does not modify nor require the SUT’s
source code, which makes it applicable to a wide range of
programs. With a proper setup and a powerful oracle, the
Rogue User can operate completely unattended, which saves
human effort and consequently testing costs.

Analyze
For the purpose of
With respect to
From the viewpoint
In the context of

the Rogue User in the context of the ClaveiCon runtime
environment, design an oracle, configure the action set, run
the tool and report about the problems encountered and lessons
learned.
The investigation has been carried out in a fashion similar
to the one applied in Iterative Software Development [6]. Since
the goal is to develop a working setup for the Rogue User,
we think it is necessary to start with a simple base setup
and perform a stepwise refinement of each implementation
aspect. Thus we will iteratively perform the phases of planning,
implementation, testing and evaluation of the setup. In this
iterative process we will
•

Experiment with different setups for the Rogue User
Tool. The goal is to find a setup which allows as much
automation as possible while detecting commonly
encountered problems and enabling notification and
reproduction thereof. In order to strike the balance
between a powerful oracle and a truly automatic approach, one has to find a trade-off between an accurate
oracle with good fault-detecting capabilities and one
which generates few false positives.

•

Apply the developed setup and determine its efficiency
and effectiveness. We will record the difficulties that
arise during application and find out how much manual labor is actually still necessary during the test.

B. Objective - What to achieve?
The goal of our investigation is to find out how many
previously unknown faults and problems the Rogue User Tool
can reveal in a mature, thoroughly tested system. Contrary
to the case study that we carried out with Softeam [3], we
will not use an SUT with known or injected faults, but the
current version of ClaveiCon, as it is shipped to clients of
Clavei. This is a more realistic setting, since in production
errors are unknown and there is usually no clear definition
of what precisely is an error. Therefore, in this document we
will perform what is commonly known as action research [4],
i.e. a hands-on practice- oriented approach. We will install

The RU tool
Action-Research
Effectiveness and Efficiency
Of the Testing Practitioner
The Development of the ClaveiCon accounting system

After having developed the setup and applied the tool to
the SUT, we will have gained valuable insight into specific
challenges and problems encountered during a real-world test.
This insight will be the basis for future research.
C. Subjects - Who applies the techniques?
Since our investigation involves the application of action
research, the researchers of the Polytechnic University of
Valencia as well as Clavei’s developers will collaborate in
a joint effort to setup the Rogue User Tool and to test
Clavei’s accounting system. The subjects are a researcher with
practical testing experience and two Clavei test practitioners
who worked in the industry for many years.
All three testers will work both, on-site at Clavei as
well as communicate over Skype to collaborate and exchange
information. The researcher has extensive domain-knowledge
about the Rogue User Tool and will thus lead the development
of the setup. The two industrial Clavei testers, on the other
hand, are familiar with the internals of ClaveiCon, so that all
three will complement each other.

that we performed a set of ordered steps in a loop. We think
that the natural way of setting up our tool involves a mode
of operation similar to the one applied in Iterative Software
Development [6], which usually repeats the phases of planning,
implementation, testing and evaluation in order to achieve
increasingly better results. The process included the following
steps which were repeated several times to yield the final
Rogue User Setup:
1)

2)

D. What will be measured?
During the investigation we will measure certain aspects
of the prototype setup development in order to evaluate the
Rogue User Solution. The following aspects were measured
in order to obtain indicator values:
1)

2)

Effectiveness. For TSRU 2 :
a) Number of failures observed after executing
the Rogue User Test on ClaveiCon.
b) Percentage of reproducible failures.
c) Number of false positives.
Efficiency:
a) Time needed to set-up the test environment
and get everything running
b) Lines Of Code (LOC) needed for defining error definition, oracle design, action definition
and design of stopping criteria.
c) Time needed to design and develop TSRU .
We will measure the time needed for the
different types of activities, e.g.: test environment, error definition, oracle design, action
definition and design of stopping criteria.
d) Time needed to run TSRU .
e) Time needed for manual labor after the
Rogue User Test has been started. Here we
want to find out how much manual work
is actually necessary during a full test. This
includes adjustments that needed to be made,
the evaluation of run results and reproduction
of potential faults as well as other manual
activities.

E. Protocol for the Setup Development
As previously shown in Figure 1, our investigation has
been carried out in a fashion that allowed us to perform
iterative development of the Rogue User Setup. This means
2 Test

Setup of the Rogue User

3)
4)

Planning Phase:
a) Implementation of Test Environment: Plan
and implement the technical details of the test
environment for the Rogue User.
b) Error Definition: Anticipate and identify potential fault patterns.
Implementation Phase:
a) Oracle Implementation: Implement the detection of the errors defined in the previous step.
b) Action Definition Implementation: Implement the action set, which defines the behavior of the Rogue User.
c) Implementation of stopping criteria: These
criteria determine when sufficient testing has
been done by the Rogue User.
Testing Phase:
a) Run the test.
Evaluation Phase:
a) Identify the most severe problems encountered during the run and reproduce potentially erroneous sequences. The collected information will be used for the refinement of
the setup during the next iteration.
IV.

S OLUTION VALIDATION

The development took place over a period of 2 weeks
in which the participants performed the activities outlined
in Section III-E. As mentioned earlier, our strategy was to
carry out an iterative process, in which we repeated the
phases planning, implementation, testing and evaluation until
we obtained a viable Rogue User setup. Generally, the first
step in setting up a RU Test is to enable the RU to start and
stop the SUT. In the case of ClaveiCon this simply amounts
to specifying the executable. The tool can then execute the
program before generating a sequence and kill its process after
sequence generation has finished. Here it is important to make
sure that the SUT always starts in the same initial state, in order
to enable seamless replay of recorded sequences. Therefore,
it is necessary to delete potential configuration files which
have been generated during previous runs and could potentially
restore previous state.
Our next step was to anticipate and define certain error
patterns that could occur during the test. For our initial setup
we only considered crashes and non-responsiveness, but during
later iterations we wrote more fine-grained error definitions
which exploited information obtained during previous runs.
After we defined our faults, we settled out to implement the
Rogue User’s oracle. The complexity of the implementation
depended on the type of the errors to be detected and increased
over time.

states of the system will vary significantly, rendering
sequence replication difficult or impossible. In the
case of ClaveiCon we discovered several configuration
files for various settings. However, it can be nontrivial to find all these files and it took 3 iterations
to identify most of them. Moreover, ClaveiCon uses
a database to store customer data. This database
changed during sequence generation (tables or rows
got added, modified or deleted) and it was necessary
to restore its original state everytime a new sequence
got generated. We implemented our test environment
such that the database would be repopulated according
to a particular schema. However, this incurred a delay
of more than 10 seconds before each sequence, which
increased the testing time.
Other factors were related to the system’s clock time,
the processor load, memory consumption and thread
scheduling, which varied for each sequence and which
could not be controlled. In one case we were not
able to reliably replay an erroneous crash sequence.
Sometimes the sequence failed, and at other times it
went through without problems. This “indeterminism”
sometimes impeded the testing process.

Before we were able to run our RU setup, we had to
define the actions that the RU would execute. The action
definitions determine what controls the RU clicks on, where
it types text in and where it performs more complex input,
such as drag and drop operations. Those definitions, along
with the previously mentioned oracle, can be encoded in the
tool’s customizable protocol and visualized during runtime for
debugging purposes. Figure 3 shows the actions detected by the
Rogue User, based on the initial version of action definitions.
This initial version implemented only clicks on most elements. In later versions we included text input and drag and
drop operations.
The final ingredient for a finished setup is the stopping
criterion which determines when the Rogue User will cease to
generate sequences and will finish the test. Our initial setup
used a time-based approach which stopped the test after a
particular amount of minutes had passed by. Later on we used
a combination of several criteria, such as time and amount of
generated sequences.
After our first run we already detected a severe fault, in
which the SUT refused to respond to any user input. Figure 4
shows this first error, which was the first of two of this kind.
Whenever the Rogue User detected such a fault it logged
the information, saved the corresponding sequence and continued with the generation of the next sequence. After the test had
been finished, the tester read the logs where she was presented
the final results. In case of an error the RU yielded an output
such as the one in Figure 5 which corresponds with the error
mentioned above. The log told the tester which actions had
been executed, where the fault occurred and what the cause
was (in this case an unresponsive system).
During a few runs we encountered difficulties with our
current setup, such as non-reproducible sequences, unexpected
foreground processes or “stalemate” situations in which the RU
did not have sufficiently detailed action definitions to proceed
the sequence generation. These problematic situations usually
manifested themselves within the log files (too few actions,
actions sometimes failed since the SUT was blocked by another process, etc.). After each test execution we inspected the
logs, the encountered errors and the problems if some occurred.
We then continued with the next iteration of development, in
order to adjust and improve our test environment, the error
definitions, the oracle, the action definitions and the stopping
criteria. In the following paragraphs we will describe these
steps in more detail.
1) Test Environment: The test environment is the skeleton
of the Rogue User and guarantees a seamless execution of
the generated input sequences without interruption by other
sources (e.g. the SUT is always the foreground process, it
can be started automatically, it can be stopped reliably in
case of a severe error, recorded sequences can be reproduced
reliably, ...). The main challenges that we encountered during
the development of the test environment were the following:
•

Restoring a dedicated start state: This is important in
order to make sure that previously recorded sequences
can be replayed reliably. If the SUT performs bookkeeping on things like window positions or saves and
restores settings of previous runs, then the starting

•

Unexpected third-party processes. ClaveiCon is a standalone application and usually includes everything that
is needed to work with it. However, it has functionality
that invokes external applications, such as word processors to view exported files or a help system. Since
these are not part of the process under test, the Rogue
User will ignore them. Unfortunately, these processes
can occur in the foreground and thus block access to
the SUT, preventing the RU from properly generating
sequences. During the development we encountered
several such situations and implemented functionality
to terminate the applications when encountered.

In summary, the development of a stable test environment is
not complicated but requires a certain amount of trial-and-error
and some knowledge about the SUT. A proper replay of each
recorded sequence cannot be guaranteed, but the more robust
the environment is, the better the likelihood of a replay. Later
in the text we will see that almost all erroneous sequences, but
one, were reproducible.
2) Error Definition: Before we started to implement the
actual oracle, we brainstormed on potential errors that could
occur within the SUT. The following list describes the ones
that we came up with during the development:
1)

2)
3)

Crashes: If the process associated with the SUT
suddenly stopped, we considered it to be a crash. A
problem that can occur with this definition is, that
certain actions that the Rogue User executes will
inevitably shut down the SUT, e.g. the “Exit” menu
item. Obviously, those are no crashes. Our approach
was to consider these cases in the action definition of
the Rogue User. We simply disallowed actions that
would terminate the SUT.
Freeze (unresponsiveness): If the SUT did not respond for a specific amount of time, we considered
it to be dead-locked.
Exception: ClaveiCon was programmed in such a
way that, whenever an exception is thrown that

Fig. 3: Action definitions.

Fig. 4: Easy to detect fault. The SUT froze and did not respond to user input.

25.mayo.2013 08:04:27
Hello, I'm the Rogue User!
25.mayo.2013 08:04:28 Starting system...
Starting sequence 0
'Generate' mode active.
Executed (0): Left Click at 'Utilidades'...
Executed (1): Left Click at 'Previsiones'...
Executed (2): Left Click at 'P.G.C.'...
Executed (3): Type 'Test ...' into '...
Executed (4): Left Click at ''...
Executed (5): Left Click at ''...
Executed (6): Left Click at ''...
Executed (7): Left Click at 'Periodo Desde'...
Executed (8): Left Click at ''...
Executed (9): Left Click at ''...
Executed (10): Left Click at 'Minimize'...
Detected fault: severity: 0.8 info: System is unresponsive! I assume something is wrong!
Sequence 0 finished.
Sequence contained problems!
Copying generated sequence ("./output\sequence0") to output directory...
Shutting down system...

Fig. 5: The Rogue User’s log file for the error in Figure 4.

4)

“bubbles up” to the system’s main function, it will
generate an error dialog with the error string, an error
number and the name of the function that caused the
exception. Figure 6 shows such a dialog. As described
in [1] and [2] the Rogue User creates a so-called
widget tree for each state that the SUT is in. This tree
contains information about the SUT’s current screen
layout, the coordinates of each control element and
its properties, such as its name or text content. This
makes it possible to detect when a dialog such as in
Figure 6 appears and to report an erroneous sequence.
We simply applied regular expressions that searched
for particular error strings within the widget tree.
However, we encountered several situations where
this triggered a false positive, since other control
elements had names that corresponded with the error
strings, e.g. a button called “Report Error”. Therefore,
we had to implement certain rules and first analyze
the type of control element that included the error
string.
Layout Error: Another error type which we detected
during later iterations were layout errors. Figure 9
shows a clipping error within ClaveiCon where two
dialogs fight over the drawing order and leave an
abnormal representation on the screen. These types
of errors can be detected by checking the value for
the z-orders of the dialog elements. If two dialogs
exhibited the same z-order value, this often resulted
in this visible defect.

It is generally difficult to anticipate and properly define
many errors since one does not know what to look for. Crashes
and freezes are easy to detect, but the exception and layout
errors we noticed during test runs and later implemented
their detection. A thorough knowledge of the SUT can help
and so the fact that two of the testers were also developers

Fig. 6: Dialog triggered by an exception with easy to detect
error message.

of ClaveiCon certainly helped. However, due to the oracle
problem [7] it is hard to define many error patterns thoroughly
and ahead of time.
3) Oracle Implementation: In order to implement the error
detection as defined in the last paragraph, the Rogue User Tool
provides a customizable protocol with hooks for specific tasks,
such as error detection. The implementation has been done in
the Java Programming language. Our oracle operated solely
on the widget tree for each state, which was already provided
by the RU Tool. The tree provides information about the SUT
(such as whether it is running, etc.) and its current screen state
(position and properties of all visible control elements). This
allowed a straightforward implementation of the previously
stated detection rules. When the oracle reported an error, it
attached an error message and a priority value (see Figure
5). The error message then appeared in the error log and

Fig. 7: Clipping error. Detectable through inconsistencies within the widget tree.

the priority value was used to order the detected erroneous
sequences, so that we were able to inspect the most promising
ones first. This turned out to be useful, since we encountered
a few false positives during our tests, such as errors triggered
by too general regular expressions for error strings. We gave
crashes and freezes higher priority so that they were reported
first.

prematurely.
The following is a list of challenges that we encountered
when implementing the action definitions for the Rogue User:
1)

After the error definition step, the implementation of the
oracle was usually straightforward and free of any complications.
4) Implementation of Action Definitions: As with the oracle, the Rogue User Tool provides a hook for action definitions.
The tool comes with a variety of predefined actions and allows
to combine those to form more complex ones such as mouse
gestures. The position and control type information within the
widget tree allowed us to tailor action definitions to specific
types of controls. During the first iteration we started off with
clicks on enabled button and menu item controls. The tool
provides a mode in which we were able to debug our definitions, by visualizing them. Figure 3 shows the definitions for
our initial setup. In addition, the tool provides a so-called “spy
mode” (see Figure 8) which allows to inspect the properties of
specific control elements. This information has been valuable
when we tried to exclude actions to specific elements such
as clicks to the “Exit” menu item, which terminates the SUT

2)

Undetected control elements: Certain special or custom controls were not detected by the Rogue User.
Consequently, these controls did not appear in the
widget tree, which made it harder to write action
definitions for them, due to e.g. unavailable positional
information. This amounted to only a few control
elements, such as the items in the tool bar below the
main menu in Figure 3. However, we were able to
write code that estimated the position of these items
and thus able to generate actions for them.
Exclusion of unwanted actions: Certain actions
caused potentially hazardous effects to the host computer. ClaveiCon has menu items that create files
to export data, or open file dialogs in which one
can move or delete files and directories. We first
had to prohibit certain actions manually in order to
guarantee the integrity of the hard disk. In later iterations we opted for another option: We ran our tests
on a different system user account with restrictive
directory rights. This reduced the complexity of our
action definitions while guaranteeing the integrity of

Fig. 8: Spy mode.

3)

the machine.
Insufficient action choices: We observed sequences
in which the Rogue User navigated into dialogs and
was unable to leave those, due to a lack of available
actions. We countered this by allowing the tool to
perform certain actions such as hitting the escape key
after specific time intervals.

5) Stopping Criteria: The stopping criterion determines
when a test will finish, i.e. when the Rogue User will cease
to generate new sequences. For our initial setup we applied
a time-based approach with a maximum test time of 12
hours. For the final setup we used a combination of time and
number of generated sequences. The reason for this is that
certain sequences take longer to execute, so that the amount
of generated sequences can vary largely. Since the tool uses a
search-based algorithm which tries to explore the GUI of the
SUT as thorough as possible, this can affect the test quality.
Thus, we made sure that the Rogue User would generate a
minimum of 200 sequences (with 200 actions each) per run,
a setup which we successfully applied during earlier case
studies.
6) Test Execution: During each iteration, after adapting the
Rogue User setup, we conducted an overnight test run. Most
of the time this happened completely unattended. However,
during the first 2 iterations we observed the test for a while
in order to spot potential problems. During later runs we only
inspected the tool’s log file which records each executed action
and other information, along with potential problems.
We also watched the sequence generation for a small

amount of time in order to spot errors not detected by the
current oracle or to get new ideas. This is how we found
definitions for the encountered layout errors.
7) Evaluation: During the mornings we read the log files
and inspected potentially erroneous sequences. Most of the
time we spent reproducing those. If this was not possible,
then the tool still provided the option to view an ordered set
of screenshots of the sequence’s actions, which enabled us to
understand what happened.
During the first few iterations we encountered problems
with unexpected foreground processes or non-reproducible sequences due to the fact that our test environment did not delete
hidden configuration files. We learned from each iteration and
improved the test environment as well as the other parts of
the RU’s setup. We recorded the time we spent doing manual
work during and after each test. The last row of Table II shows
this relatively low value.
A. Final Results
Table I lists the values for the effectivity indicators, i.e.
the amounts of errors of different type that we encountered
during all of our test runs. According to the Clavei developers,
all of these were triggered by different code segments within
ClaveiCon’s source code. With one exception we were able to
reproduce each of the failures. The one problematic sequence
can be replayed, but the fault will not be triggered. We
currently do not know the reason for this, but we suspect it
to be related to the thread-scheduling of the system and an
erroneous piece of multi-threaded code. In summary, the RU

Activities
LOC for the RU Setup
Implementation of test environment
Error Definition
Oracle Implementation
Action Definition Implementation
Implementation of Stopping Criteria
Total Development Time
Test Duration
Manual intervention during and after Test Runs

Indicator
2a)
2b)
2b)
2b)
2b)
2b)
2b)
2c)
2d)

Value
1002
340
140
490
560
40
1570
5490
100

TABLE II: Indicator values for efficiency (over all iterations)

Fig. 9: Error dialog triggered by an internal exception.

intervention. In a possible scenario one would run the setup
during weekday nights and check the RU Tools’ log file
during the following mornings. The low value of indicator 2d)
indicates that the tool needs only very little human attention
which in our case amounted to looking for potential problems
in the log file and reproducing the faulty sequences. The tool
cannot detect every error type (at least not with reasonable
development effort), but it can detect certain critical errors
with very low effort. The initial effort in developing the test
setup pays off as testing time increases, as it can be applied
arbitrary amounts of time.
V.

C ONCLUSIONS AND L ESSONS L EARNED

In this document we presented the results of an investigation that we carried out together with Clavei, a software vendor
located in Alicante, Spain. We settled out to perform a realworld test with a previously unknown SUT. Our goal was to
obtain knowledge about the challenges encountered in setting
up such a test and to gather fundamental information for more
detailed future research.
Fig. 10: Error dialog triggered by an internal exception.

Tool was able to detect 10 previously unknown faults, which
is an encouraging result. The high number of false positives
can be explained due to problems with the initial oracle in the
first two development iterations, where 7 of the false positives
where triggered due to a too general regular expression for the
exception dialogs.
Table II shows the results for the efficiency indicators.
Accumulated over all 5 iterations it took approximately 26.2
hours of development time to yield the final setup for the
Rogue User. The majority of the time was spent on the oracle
and action definition implementation. However, the final setup
could be replayed over longer periods of time and could
thus reveal more faults with only minimally more human
Error Type
freeze
crash
exception
layout
false positives

Amount
2
1
6
2

Reproducible?
1/1
1/1
5/6
3/3
8

TABLE I: Indicator values for effectivity (list of encountered
errors).

We performed the development of the setup in an iterative
fashion, since we think this is the traditional way to gain
feedback about its quality during each iteration and enables
the testers to continuously improve the test environment,
incorporate new ideas and fix previous problems.
One of the challenges that we encountered was the problem
of reproducing (erroneous) sequences. It requires a thorough
test environment with ideally identical conditions during a
sequence’s recording and replay time. Unfortunately, most
complex SUTs are stateful and save this state within databases,
configuration files or environment variables, which complicates
the development of a test environment that guarantees traceable
and deterministic sequence generation and replay. An interesting starting point would be to execute the SUT in a virtual
machine environment, which would allow to restore most of
the environmental conditions. One would have to deal with
larger memory requirements and a time-overhead for loading
the VM snapshots, but today’s large and fast hard disks might
make this problem tractable. However, for more distributed
SUTs whose components live on multiple machines, this might
not be a viable option and would call for additional solutions.
Another challenge was the development of a sufficiently
powerful oracle. We started off completely blind without
any ideas for potential errors. Our ideas developed during
later iterations and with greater knowledge about ClaveiCon.
However, we think that the types of errors we found and the
error definitions we used, might be applicable to other SUTs as

well. An idea could be a collection of “canned” error patterns
that a tester who uses the Rogue User could start off with and
refine.
To sum up, the development of an effective and efficient
setup for the Rogue User takes some initial effort (in our
case approximately 26 man hours) but will pay off the more
often the test is run. The manual labor associated with a test
breaks down to the inspection of log files, reproduction and
comprehension of errors and makes only a tiny fraction of the
overall testing time (we spent around 100 minutes of manual
intervention during and after tests, compared to over 91 hours
of actual unattended testing). This, combined with the fact
that the Rogue User detected 10 previously unknown critical
faults, makes for a surprisingly positive result and leads us to
conclude that the technique is a valuable and resource-efficient
supplement for a manual test suite.
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